**REVENGER S**
Part No: 3MRESWOB.0001
- Omron switches (50 million clicks guaranteed)
- 32-bit ARM processor
- 6 programmable buttons
- 2000Hz polling rate
- 512kb on-board memory: persistent profiles
- Multi-color backlight system (2 zone rgb)
- Interchangeable cover design

Price: 3590/-

**MINOS X5**
Part No: 3MMX5WOB.0001
- Omron switches (50 million clicks guaranteed)
- 32-bit ARM processor
- 6 programmable buttons
- 2000Hz polling rate
- 512kb on-board memory: persistent profiles
- Multi-color backlight system (2 zone rgb)
- Interchangeable cover design

Price: 3400/-

**REVENGER**
Part No: 3MREWVOL.0001
- 32-bit ARM processor
- Trigger button (programmable)
- 6 programmable buttons
- 1500Hz polling rate
- 512kb on-board memory: persistent profiles
- Multi-color backlight system (2 zone rgb)

Price: 3590/-

**MINOS X3**
Part No: 3MMX3WOB.0001
- Omron switches (20 million clicks guaranteed)
- On-the-fly dpi adjustment
- On-the-fly polling rate adjustment
- 3 zone backlight
- Rubber coated flanks

Price: 2200/-

**MINOS X2**
Part No: 3MMX2WOB.0001
- Omron switches (20 million clicks guaranteed)
- 1000Hz polling rate / 125Hz polling rate
- 5-step on-the-fly dpi fine-tuning (500/1000/1500/2000/2000 dpi)
- Orange 3 zone backlight

Price: 1450/-

**ATTACK X3 RGB**
Part No: 37ATRM1MB1002
- 1000Hz polling rate
- Exposed aluminium brushed structure
- N-key rollover
- Unlimited RGB backlight effects
- On-board memory
- Media and function shortcuts

Price: 8750/-

**ATTACK X3**
Part No: 37ATRMSMG.1002
- 1000Hz polling rate
- Exposed aluminium brushed structure
- N-key rollover
- Full key backlight
- On-board memory
- Media and function shortcuts

Price: 9500/-

**700K**
Part No: 37700M1SB.0002
- N-key rollover
- Exposed aluminium brushed structure
- 1000Hz polling rate
- 32-bit arm processor
- On-board memory
- Repeat rate 1x/2x/4x/8x
- Additional 6 programmable G-keys
- Full key backlight
- Media and function shortcuts

Price: 10000/-

**PURI**
Part No: 37PURM1SB.0002
- 1000Hz polling rate
- N-key rollover
- Full key backlight
- 6 backlight effects
- Cable management & detachable design
- Media and function shortcuts

Price: 6200/-

**DEATHFIRE EX**
Part No: 37DF2XNMB.0002
- Hybrid mechanical switches
- 20 million keystrokes
- 8 backlight effects
- Anti-glare technology
- Key shortcuts

**MOUSE**
- ADNS-5050 optical gaming sensor
- Omron gaming switches
- 8 color backlight
- On the fly dpi adjustment
- On-the-fly polling rate adjustment

Price: 4000/-

**450K**
Part No: 37450XNMMBOO02
- Hybrid mechanical switch
- Backlight: 3 colors
- FPS / MMORPG / MOBA / RTS
- 26-Key Rollover
- USB plug
- 1.8m Braided

Price: 3300/-
REAL GEAR FOR REAL GAMERS

PANZER MAX
Part No: 106AMKO.0001
- Military metallic style with big side window
  - Support for Mini ITX/Micro ATX/ATX/CEB/E-ATX (up to 12" x 11")
  - L-ATX motherboard form factors
- Support for four double slot graphics cards (up to 390mm)
- Support for 6 x 2.5" SSDs or 4 x 2.5" SSDs + 2 x 3.5" HDDs
- Support for up to 8 fans
  - Up to 4 radiators on front/top/rear/bottom
  - With lengths up to 360mm on front/top
  - Intelligent cable management behind motherboard tray
Price: 11200/-

PANZER-S
Part No: 385LMKO.3804
- Military metallic style with tempered glass side window
  - Support for Mini ITX/Micro ATX/ATX/CEB/E-ATX motherboards
  - Support for three double slot graphics cards (up to 425mm)
- Support for 6 x 2.5" SSDs or 4 x 2.5" SSDs + 2 x 3.5" HDDs
- Support for up to 8 fans
  - Up to 4 radiators on front/top/rear/bottom
  - With lengths up to 360mm on front/top
  - Intelligent cable management behind motherboard tray
Price: 8200/-

ARMOR
Part No: 3MGC1.NX8.0001
- Unparalleled Comfort
- Adjustable Design
- Quality and Safety
Price: 24490/-

CONQUER
Part No: 385LMKO.3801
- Based on outstanding and consistent with COUGAR military design DNA and truss-aesthetics.
  - All the aluminum alloy frame is made meticulously with CNC mill for refining every design detail.
- Put your components on display through beautiful 5mm thick tempered glass with aluminum alloy frame to showcase directly your high-end and powerful gaming system.
- Easy to assemble framing design with superior expandability for builders.
- Cooling is a key factor for gamers, overclockers and PC enthusiasts in general, CONQUER offers all they could ask for. With support for 360mm water cooling radiator at top and for 240mm water cooling radiator at front for superior air-flow and cooling performance.
  - Equipped with triple COUGAR 120mm CF LED fans.
  - Support 3.5" HDD x 3 max, and 2.5" HDD/SSD x 4 max.
  - Support high-end graphics cards up to 350mm to enjoy the latest games.
  - Front 1/0 panel with 2 USB 3.0 connectors.
Price: 25000/-

CONTROL 2
Part No: M-3PCONMKBR85.0002/L-3PCONMKBR85.0001/XL-3PCONMKBR85.0001
- Rough surface for enhanced control
- Water resistant
- Stitched border for extra durability
- Highly adherent wave-shaped rubber base
- 5mm thickness for enhanced comfort
- Soft cloth material for enhanced portability
- Medium: 320x270x50mm
- Large: 450x400x50mm
- Extra Large: 800x300x50mm
Price: M-750/-, L-1100/-, XL-1450/-

ARENA
Part No: 3PAREHBBRB50001
- Smooth surface for ultra-fast gaming
- Water resistant
- Stitched border for extra durability
- Highly adherent wave-shaped rubber base
- 5mm thickness for enhanced comfort
- Soft cloth material for enhanced portability
Price: 1450/-

IMMERSA
Part No: 3H300P40B.0001
- Unique suspended headband design allows you to reach new levels of comfort
- Advanced 40mm drivers provide high quality stereo sound with excellent bass and treble performance
- 100mm extra-large ear pads for more isolation and comfort
- Flexible structure and automatic omni-directional adaptation will allow it to perform a 360° adjustments to maximize your comfort
- Multi-platform compatible – one high-quality headset for all you need
Price: 4500/-

IMMERSA PRO
Part No: 3H100USB0001
- 7.1 virtual surround upgraded audio effects which immerses you deeper into a gaming situations
- Fully customized RFI backplate and various lighting modes
- Pro’s 50mm drivers provide thicks audio feedback during your game
- Unique suspended headband design allows you to reach new levels of comfort
- Plastic, responsive, and intuitive earcup dials to adjust the volume and mute the mix
- Flexible structure and automatic omni-directional adaptation will allow it to perform a 360° adjustments to maximize your comfort
- Multi-platform compatible – one high-quality headset for all your need
Price: 7100/-

45 Years of Dedicated Customer Support